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Release date : May 2021

• The Young Fiction collection : Stand-alone 
novels or series, with or without enigmas, 
with coloured illustrations, a grid to fit 
every children's progress and develop their 
appetite for reading.

• A short but exciting adventure to read 
along with a glossary that gently raises the 
children's awareness about the coral reefs 
and submarine biodiversity protection.

Lucinda, Paulo, Méla, Greg and Toni are the members of 
the EFC club. These young adventurers will stop at nothing 

to protect their reef ! 

The Great Council is holding a meeting: the Reef 
is in danger! Paulo spies on the adults and tell the 
members of the Extraordinary Fins and Carapaces 
Club that an invasion of coral-eating crown-of-
thorns starfish is on its way. Through the territory of 
moray eels and sharks, The EFC will face a thousand 
dangerous situations in order to save their habitat 
from destruction…

Céline DEREGNAUCOURT draws animals, plants and magical stuff. 
After studying art in Belgium (ESA St Luc) she became an 
illustrator (press and publishing house) but also a cartoonist. 
During her free time, she likes to read, play video games and 
collect rocks. 

THE ILLUSTRATOR

THE AUTHOR
Nadine DEBERTOLIS has been passionate about writing since 
she was a child. After working as a social worker for several 
years, she is now commited to writing full time. She loves to 
learn and travel in order to turn her discoveries into twinkly 
stories. Careful ! If she had a magic wand she would put the 
world upside down and grow gigantic flowers, it would rain 
sushi, and weird animals would be singing opera. So, don’t 
give her one !
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Includes:  
(in addition to the story)

• A detailed identikit to 
learn about a species or 
environemental danger                             
(Vol. 1 : the crown-of-thorns starfish )

• A multi-page glossary

• A presentation of the 
partner association and its 

environemental fights

ReefReef    
    in DANGER ! 
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Some harrowing cries are disturbing the reef. The EFC Club discovers 
Nino, a lost whale calf. He has been separated from his mum during 
an orca attack! The EFC members come together to find the humpback 
whale but they  are chased by  a group of scorpion fish, convinced that 
they will make a very nice dinner. But the EFC is more clever and decides 
to ally with surprisingly talented creatures: boxer crabs…

Identikit : The Red Lionfish

Release Date : August 2021

VOLUME 2 : THE LOST WHALE CALF

Out of breath, ill and tired... The reef inhabitants are in bad shape! 
The EFC Club discovers the wreckage of a submarine from which a 
toxic liquid is leaking. And soon, another crises arises: a sea current 
carrying plastic waste threatens to destroy everything... Will the old 
dugong's wise advice be enough for the little investigators to complete 
their mission in time?

Identikit : the Pollution of the Ocean
Partner Organisation : Wings of the Ocean

Release Date : March 2022

VOLUME 3 : POLUTION ALERT!

Help! An unknown monster is terrorizing the inhabitants of the reef. The EFC Club 
investigates into the mangrove, where the brave animals meet a strange fish that can walk 
in the open air. An it's only the beginning of their adventure: in addition to the large-toothed 
creature threatening them, a hurricane is approaching...

Identikit : The Saltwater Crocodile

Release Date : August 2022

VOLUME 4 : THUNDERSTORMS AND CROCODILES
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